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Cloud Readiness
Assessment

Your Azure partner in the Middle East
At PwC, we view cloud as a technology which
can transform your business
Traditional IT operating models can no longer provide
the competitive edge that the modern business requires.
Their linear plan-build-run methodology can’t compete
with agile, cloud centric models which prioritise IT as a
business enabler.
Migrating your enterprise to Microsoft Azure is the first
step in bridging this gap and enabling the many benefits
the cloud provides.
However, scalable business transformation isn’t easy.
At PwC, we understand that cloud adoption is only the
first step in your digital transformation journey. That’s
why we provide tailor-made cloud readiness
assessments to ensure your business gets the most
value from its cloud investments.
Why Microsoft Azure?
PwC combines business-led consulting services with
Microsoft Azure, the world’s fastest growing cloud
platform, to deliver agile, tailored and transformative
offerings. In partnership with Azure, our offerings unlock
holistic, end-to-end transformation for your organization.

Our partnership with Microsoft

PwC achieved Gold status for
all 18 Microsoft Competencies
in 2020

Azure IaaS global launch partner
with 1,500 Microsoft
professionals in 30 countries

Ranked as a Leader in the IDC
Marketscape, Worldwide Cloud
Professional Services 2020

PwC named Inner Circle
partner for Microsoft Business
Applications, 2020/2021

PwC’s Microsoft Azure enabled offerings accelerate the pace of digital transformation, ensuring
the right cloud solution for your business needs
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Business led
cloud-enabled
Cloud solutions that unlock the potential of your business
Cloud readiness
• Cloud business case
• Cloud strategy
• Cloud readiness assessment

• Cloud preparation
• Design thinking and digital innovation workshops

Cloud operating model
• Cloud governance
• Current state assessment
• Target operating model

• Gap analysis

Cloud architecture design
• Target cloud architecture
• Application migration assessment
• Target enterprise applications

•
•
•

Data integration conceptual architecture
Security and privacy guidelines
Impact assessment and risk management

Cloud roadmap
• Cloud initiatives
• Alignment with cloud and business strategy
• Prioritisation and development of roadmap

• Skills readiness
• Cloud strategy execution plan

Transform your business and discover the benefits of the cloud,
today
Contact us:
James Toulman
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Director, Cloud Services,
James.Toulman@pwc.com
+971 56227 1811

